
Writing a Paper

Tips for success:



Understand Your Assignment

1. Prepare

• Identify the purpose 

or goal of your 

assignment: Why are 

you writing this 

paper?

2. Think about how the assignment relates to what you are 

learning in class.

3. What do you need to accomplish in your paper.

4. Read the required course materials about your topic.



Review the Rubric 
Notice all the details for formatting your paper 
are expressed in the rubric.

• Narrative form
• Minimum 2 level headings
• 4 page minimum, 6 page maximum
• Guidelines on References are clear 
• Specific formatting is identified
• Review and understand each component and 

if you have questions, ask and get informed

The points for each section are clearly marked.

Use the rubric to design an outline to help 
organize your thoughts and research.

Do not start your paper until your writing plan is 
organized and mapped out. 

Cultural Health/Research:  Rubric

Student Name:_____________________________________ Date:___________________________

This paper is to be developed using the following criteria: APA format, narrative form (story with a 
start, a middle and an ending) using APA headings: minimum 2 level of headings. Please follow the 
grading rubric guideline below for this assignment. The title page and reference list are not included 
in the total number of pages. The body of the paper shall be a minimum of 4 pages & max 6 pages.

1. Introduction:
a) Sufficient information is provided on cultural health research (culture 

other than yours) (1.5pts).
b) Include statement of client consent for interview (1.5pts).
c) Thesis statement (2 pts).
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1. References: Must be within 5 years, minimum three (evidence based,
reputable, peer reviewed, interdisciplinary) nursing/non nursing journals or
websites (5 pts)

2. APA Format (7th Edition.): must have a cover page (2 pts), correct grammar & 
spelling (3 pts), in-text citations (4 pts), 4 - 6 pages in length (1 pts), Times New 
Roman 12 Font and double space (1 pt), logical flow and readability (6 pts), correct 
headings (2 pts).

3. Up to 3 quotes: no more than 40 words each (1 pt).
4. Plagiarism will result in an unsatisfactory grade.
5. Failure to follow APA format, no reference page or quotes with >40 words will 

result in zero points for this assignment.
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Disclaimer: The rubric used in this presentation is an example. 
Please refer to your instructors' guidelines and rubric for grading 
and formatting specifics.
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Break down the Rubric to form your outline

• What is an outline?

• An outline is a tool used to organize your written ideas about a topic 
into a logical order. It is meant to help you establish a structure for a 
paper you are going to write. It is a way for you to demonstrate the 
main argument (thesis), main points (topic sentences), and main 
pieces of evidence you are going to present in a paper before writing 
the paper.

• Additionally, one of the essential purposes of an outline is to clearly 
convey the connection between the thesis and each of the topic 
sentences.



Creating an outline from the rubric
Cultural Health/Research:  Rubric

Student Name:_____________________________________ Date:___________________________

This paper is to be developed using the following criteria: APA format, narrative form (story with a 
start, a middle and an ending) using APA headings: minimum 2 level of headings. Please follow the 
grading rubric guideline below for this assignment. The title page and reference list are not included 
in the total number of pages. The body of the paper shall be a minimum of 4 pages & max 6 pages.

1. Introduction:
a) Sufficient information is provided on cultural health research (culture 

other than yours) (1.5pts).
b) Include statement of client consent for interview (1.5pts).
c) Thesis statement (2 pts).

5

1. Introduction
A. Culture other than own
B. Statement of client 

consent for interview
C. Thesis statement

i. Topic
ii. Key Aspects

2. Discussion
1. Cultural Values

i. Family roles
ii. Communication

2. Beliefs
i. Religious dietary 

restrictions
ii. Unlawful alcohol 

consumption

1. The central idea/thesis statement is clearly written (10 pts)
2. Include in discussion:
· Cultural values, beliefs and customs (include health maintenance, religion, 

diet/nutrition pattern/preferences, family, roles/behaviors/structure, and view of 
authority figures, communication preferences & others that may be pertinent) (10 
pts).

· Compare and contrast your research findings from the client’s interview
encounter regarding cultural beliefs (10 pts).

· Identify 1 priority nursing diagnosis, 3 priority teaching needs, 
corresponding interventions, and rationales based on evidence-based 
practice (15 pts).

· Identify possible barriers to compliance with care (10 pts).
· Compare and contrast the client’s cultural differences between current and

past parental generation (10 pts).
3. Conclusion: Provide summary of your findings. Include interesting

fact(s) learned from the culture (5 pts).
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Creating an outline from the rubric
1. The central idea/thesis statement is clearly written (10 pts)
2. Include in discussion:
· Cultural values, beliefs and customs (include health maintenance, religion, 

diet/nutrition pattern/preferences, family, roles/behaviors/structure, and view of 
authority figures, communication preferences & others that may be pertinent) (10 
pts).

· Compare and contrast your research findings from the client’s interview
encounter regarding cultural beliefs (10 pts).

· Identify 1 priority nursing diagnosis, 3 priority teaching needs, 
corresponding interventions, and rationales based on evidence-based 
practice (15 pts).

· Identify possible barriers to compliance with care (10 pts).
· Compare and contrast the client’s cultural differences between current and

past parental generation (10 pts).
3. Conclusion: Provide summary of your findings. Include interesting

fact(s) learned from the culture (5 pts).
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3. Compare and contrast 
research regarding cultural 
beliefs

i. Client interview
ii. Research fact

i. Priority nursing 
diagnosis

iii. Client interview
iv. Research fact

i. Priority teaching 
need

ii. Corresponding 
intervention

iii. Rationale
v. Client interview

i. Barrier to 
compliance

ii. Barrier to care
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Break apart required sections. 
• Mirror the rubric to your outline by setting aside just how 

many of each point you will need. Create the sections and 
then fill them in with your supporting documentation and 
research.



Creating an outline from the rubric
1. The central idea/thesis statement is clearly written (10 pts)
2. Include in discussion:
· Cultural values, beliefs and customs (include health maintenance, religion, 

diet/nutrition pattern/preferences, family, roles/behaviors/structure, and view of 
authority figures, communication preferences & others that may be pertinent) (10 
pts).

· Compare and contrast your research findings from the client’s interview
encounter regarding cultural beliefs (10 pts).

· Identify 1 priority nursing diagnosis, 3 priority teaching needs, 
corresponding interventions, and rationales based on evidence-based 
practice (15 pts).

· Identify possible barriers to compliance with care (10 pts).
· Compare and contrast the client’s cultural differences between current and

past parental generation (10 pts).
3. Conclusion: Provide summary of your findings. Include interesting

fact(s) learned from the culture (5 pts).
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vi. Client interview 
a) Current generation
b) Past Parental 

generation
4. Conclusion
i. Summarize your findings

i. Fact #1
ii. Fact #2
iii. Fact #3
iv. Fact #4
v. Fact #5

Conclusion:
Rephrased Thesis Statement: 
Rephrase your thesis.
Strong Closing: Close your 
paper with the significance of 
this discussion. Why is this 
discussion important?

Purpose of the research: to understand deeply rooted norms and values, drivers of behavior, 

and existing characteristics for better medical treatment outcomes. Focus on objectives #2, #6 & 

#7 which involve applying appropriate therapeutic communications, applying evidence-based 

strategies and integrating sociocultural variations that impacts patient care. The research paper 

is based on the actual client’s cultural interview assessment you did. This assignment must be 

completed and submitted by the date established on the Semester Schedule or changed by 

instructor as needed. Incomplete assignments will not be graded and result in an unsatisfactory 

grade. Assignments submitted after the due date will not be accepted and result in an 

unsatisfactory grade. You may not submit early for revision. This assignment accounts for 8% of 

your grade for N232.
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What is a thesis
statement?

• A thesis statement is a sentence that states 
the topic and purpose of your paper. A good 
thesis statement will direct the structure of 
your paper and will allow your reader to 
understand the ideas you will discuss within 
your paper.

• The kind of thesis statement you write will 
depend on the type of paper you are writing. 
Here is how to write the different kinds of 
thesis statements:

Disclaimer: Your paper specifics may not require a thesis 
statement, so please refer to your grading rubric for exact 
requirements as assigned by your instructor.



3 types of thesis statements

• Argumentative Thesis Statement

• Making a claim

• An argumentative thesis states the topic of 
your paper, your position on the topic, and 
the reasons you have for taking that position.

• Analytical Thesis Statement

• Analyzing an issue

• An analytical thesis states the topic of your 
paper, what specifically you analyzed, and the 
conclusion(s) you reached as a result of that 
analysis.

1 2



3 types of thesis statements

• Expository thesis statement

• Explaining a topic

• An expository thesis statement states the 
topic of your paper and lists the key aspects 
of your topic that will be discussed in the 
paper.
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Use the rubric as a checklist

Use may wish to print out an extra rubric and use it 
as a checklist to ensure that each criteria has been 
met. 

1. Introduction
A. Article description
B. Article purpose

2. Discussion
A. Key Point of Article
B. Key Point
C. Key Point
D. Key Point
E. Implications

i. Nursing Profession
ii. Client
iii. Healthcare System
iv. Community

3. Conclusion

Criteria
Possible 

Score

Earned

Score
Reason for Deduction

Format

• Length of paper is 3 -4 pages 

(excluding title and reference pages), 

type-written, double -spaced, 1 -inch 

margins, 12 -point Times New Roman 

font (3%)

• Correct grammar and spelling (5%)

• Adherence to APA 7 th ed. including correct 

format for: (12% total)

o Title page (2%) , level headings (2%) , in-

text citations (4%) , only one single

quotation less than 40 words (2%) , and 

reference list (2%)

Length: 3%

Grammar & 

Spelling: 5%

Title page: 2%

Level heading: 2%

In-text citation: 4%

One single quote:
2%

Reference list: 2%

Content of Work Submitted

• Introduction: Brief description of what 

the article is about and its intended

purpose (15%)

• Body : Key points of the article and

implications

o Discussion of key points of the

article (10%)

o Address the implications of this 

article to:

▪ Nursing

profession/practice (10%)

▪ Client (10%)

▪ Healthcare system (10%)

▪ Community (10%)

• Conclusion : Summarize your findings

(15%)

Introduction: 15%

Discussion: 10%

Nursing 

profession:
10%

Client: 10%

Healthcare 

system:
10%

Community: 10%

Conclusion: 15%

TOTAL POINTS Possible: 100%

Use level headings 
as required and to 
differentiate 
distinct sections in 
your paper

Use a 
highlighter 
pen and 
color code 
important 
aspects of 
your rubric
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Logical flow of ideas

1. Introduction
A. Identify the geriatric/ 

political issue
I. Position on issue

I. Support?
II. Oppose?

II. Description of 
issue

III. Evidence
B. Thesis statement

I. Main issue
II. How is issue 

important
III. Why is issue 

important

If all the 
required 

elements are 
presented, 

you may 
change their 

order for 
better flow. 

Example Rubric



Points

1. Discussion
A. Advantages

I. Evidence #1, 
Article A journal

II. Evidence #2, 
Article B textbook

III. Evidence #3, 
Article C website

B. Disadvantages
I. Evidence #1
II. Evidence #2
III. Evidence #3

C. Nursing Resolution
I. Example A

I. Intervention

Look at the points breakdown to ensure you 
are presenting enough information in each 
section. This can help guide your outline.

Example Rubric



Write a first draft



Editing

• Replace weak verbs

• Remove adverbs

• Take out other weak words



Transition Words
As a "part of speech" transition words are used to 

link words, phrases or sentences. They help the reader 

to progress from one idea (expressed by the author) 

to the next idea. Thus, they help to build up coherent 

relationships within the text.



Attribution and endorsement claims

Attributing or projecting claims to outside authorities in 
a specific or general way

According to ___
___argues (that)
___discusses
___states (that)
___shows (that)
___expresses
___proves (that)
___explains (that)
___suggests (that)
___demonstrates
___’s argument
___’s statement
___’s claim
___’s position

In ___’s view

As {argued} by ___

There is (widespread) 
agreement that...

There is (strong) 
evidence to {suggest}

A number of 
researchers___

A study by___{found} 
that...

Attributing claims with more or less support or 
certainty

[neutral]
reports
states
notes
describes
explains
illustrates
argues
shows
finds
outlines
maintains
persuades
In the view of
According to

[positive]
affirms
agrees
stresses
asserts
demonstrates
emphasizes
makes clear

[negative]
claims
assumes
suggests
proposes
believes
in his opinion
overlooks



Conjunctions
Words that link ideas, helping to 
create a ‘flow’ in the writing. Many 
conjunctions can be used at the start 
of a sentence and/or to link two short 
sentences into one long one. 

Comparison

In the same way
likewise
just as
both...and

Addition

In addition
Additionally
Furthermore
Moreover
Similarly
and
also
as well
besides
not only
but also
besides

Contrast

However
In contrast
On the other hand
On the contrary
Instead
Nevertheless
but
yet
still
neither...nor
even so

Replacement

Alternatively
or
or else

Concession

Although
Even though
Despite
Whereas
While
Concession words allow the writer to 
acknowledge opposing positions in 
less powerful ways

Cause

because
as
so
so that
since
therefore
thus 
hence
as a result,
because of this
for this reason
in order for
in order that
consequently

Condition

unless
if
then
in that case
that being so

Exemplifying

for example,
for instance,
to illustrate this
such as

Restatement

in other words
to sum up
in summary
in sum
in brief
that is
to put another way

Time & Place

First(ly),
Second(ly),
Finally,
then
after
afterwards
previously

subsequently
prior to
up ‘til now
to the present
at present
first and foremost
next



Modality Words which express degrees of
certainty, frequency or obligation

may
could
can 
might
will
would
has to
had to
should *
must *
ought to
need

perhaps
possibly
probably
certainly

usually
sometimes
always *
never *
seldom
rarely

definitely
absolutely
by all means
clearly
of course
surely
obviously

occasionally
generally
regularly
for the main part

very 
just
simply
merely
only 
even
actually
really
in fact
much

barely
slightly
quite
almost
nearly
scarcely
hardly
absolutely
entirely
completely
totally *

tends to
seems
appears

Words with an asterix
(*) indicate high 

modality (ie. ‘strong’ 
words). In academic 

writing, it is often 
preferable to use 
medium modality 
words (e.g. ‘often’ 
instead of ‘always’; 

‘may’ instead of ‘must’).



Evaluation
Words interpreted as
positive or negative or
which intensify meaning
of other words

Positive

important
significant
strong
clear
effective
main
major

beneficial
valuable
relevant
logical
persuasive
valid
unbiased
plausible
useful
succeeds in …

Negative

problematic
limited
unrealistic
irrelevant
minor
unnecessary
insignificant
biased
invalid
questionable
controversial
fails to …
neglects …
dismisses …
omits ...



Replace weak verbs
Search (CTRL+F) for weak verbs like the following:

Replacing weak verbs will give your reader 
stronger visuals, more impactful emotions; 
will help you show, not tell, will reduce weak 
adverbs and will make for more concise 
writing.

More on next slide



Strong Verbs-Continued



Adverbs weaken 
your writing

• Limit their use as much as possible
• Pick a more descriptive verb to use
• Use adjectives and nouns to describe 

what is going on



Proofing and editing your paper

1. Chrome Extensions
Proofreading extensions for Chrome or other browsers (like Firefox or Safari), evaluate your 
writing no matter where you go on the web. If you’re typing online, they watch what you 
type and offer suggestions.
You can install these like any other browser extension, and they add writing tools to your 
browser that check spelling, grammar, and style.
If you write in Google Docs, you’ll need more than a Chrome extension. You’ll need a 
grammar tool that integrates directly with the Google Docs app.

2. Online Proofreading Tools
Website apps
Free online proofreading apps are websites that offer a simple text box where you can 
paste limited amounts of text to check it for spelling, grammar, and style.

They’re free, but you get what you pay for. 

Full-service online apps
Some services (like Grammarly) offer true web apps, akin to Google Docs, that let you write 
and save documents in your own cloud space.
They include a full range of built-in proofreading tools, but their formatting tools are 
limited.

3. Mobile Apps
These are keyboard extensions for phones and tablets that automatically check your 
writing on every text and tweet.
If you write on an iOS or Android tablet in a mobile word processor, you’ll want a 
mobile proofreading app.

4. MS Word Add-ons
For writers who compose on MS Word, proofreading addons provide grammar and 
style suggestions right in your Word documents as you type.
If you write in MS Word, this will be your best choice, but these add-ons only work 
on MS Office for Windows. Apple users will need to use a desktop app.

5. Desktop Apps for Mac and Windows
Desktop proofreading software provides a native word processor that’s designed 
for proofreading and editing.
Most of these apps don’t have great formatting options, so I recommend writing in 
MS Word even if you use a desktop app for editing.
If you don’t have access to an MS Office add-on, you can open any .docx file in a 
desktop proofreading app to check it.



Evaluate Your Sources with the 
CRAAP Test



CRAAP Test, continued



CRAAP Test, continued

Sarah Blakeslee developed the CRAAP test with a team of 
fellow librarians from California State University, Chico. Read 
more at the following link:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CRAAP_test
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Research Presentation End
Questions? Email MTolosa2@dhs.lacounty.gov


